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FORMAT
ANONYMOUS GUESTS.
NOTHING HELD BACK.
JUST HONEST STORIES.
In each episode, the host, Roses Okhipo speaks
to an anonymous guest to uncover their true
experiences of diversity, inclusion and
prejudice in the media industry. Stripped down
and fully transparent, guests share stories
which previously may have been too risky,
painful, or controversial to talk about openly.
The stories touch on different aspects of
diversity, including: Gender diversity; Sexual
orientation; Disability; Racial diversity; Cultural
diversity and health anxiety.
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Podcast host, Roses Okhipo says, “Naked Stories is so close to my heart because as a
black woman with an invisible disability, I too have many experiences similar to the
professionals I’ve interviewed. ‘Skotadi' is a greek word meaning ‘darkness due to the
lack of light’. There is still a darkness protecting systemic and structural
discrimination, but we are all beacons of light who need to shine truth, inclusion and
equality bright into this industry we love so much. I hope each episode will start
debates but not raise judgements. We all have the duty to light the path to change.”
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ABOUT
NAKED STORIES

Tomasz Witkowski, Co-Founder of Soho Media Club states;
“These are stories of setbacks, resilience and perseverance
that deserve to be heard, revealing the truth about media
culture and highlighting what needs to change.”
The podcast series is geared to bring hidden stories to the
surface, not only to expose the problems in the media but
also to be of help and inspiration to listeners, as well as
provide practical action points for how we can improve media
culture collectively.
Producers of the podcast, PRL Studio were keen to bring the
stories to life through immersive storytelling, Anna Zydzik
adds,“Our ultimate goal was for the listeners to be swept away
and motivated to think differently. The emphasis on personal
experiences, emotions, sound design and narrative was a big
part of the production. We wanted to make the show as
immersive as possible - when you feel you’re in the story,
there is a certain level of tension as you listen. We went for
unscripted and unedited interviews where our guests
channeled their memories into strong and radiant stories. We
infused them with scripted narratives to achieve balance
between authenticity and edited content.”
The podcast series is aimed at those passionate about
building a more diverse and inclusive media culture, those who
have been through similar challenges as the guests on the
show and people who are curious to learn more about what
makes a diverse and inclusive culture.
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EPISODE 0

DONUTS
NAKED STORIES

This is a trailer of what’s to come in
Season 1 of Naked Stories.
Anonymous guests. Nothing held back.
Just honest stories about
discrimination in media. So, get
uncomfortable, grab a beverage and
open your heart, mind and ears.
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EPISODE 1

CHANGING
ROOMS
NAKED STORIES

Roses Okhipo speaks to Orchid - a mixed-race, gay, female film
producer with credits in a number of well-known British and
Hollywood films about the tormenting parts of her career in media.As a
teenager, Orchid was a chubby, burgeoning lesbian, from a family that
wasn’t the wealthiest. This is Orchid’s journey from childhood, to
teenhood, to film producer. Discover how throughout Orchid’s career,
her sexuality began as contempt, developed into empowerment and
then it was the thing that became her shield.
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EPISODE 2

WHITE WALLS
NAKED STORIES

Roses Okhipo speaks to Azalea, the ‘fat brown gal’. Azalea is
a TV researcher who at the age of 25 has already battled
health anxiety, sexism and racism. This is the story of not
only personal challenges but also the dangers of gaslighting,
terms like ‘noisy’ and microaggressions which are all too
common in media and entertainment.
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EPISODE 3

INVISIBLE MAN
NAKED STORIES

Roses Okhipo speaks to Linden, a British film and TV
editor who believes now is the time to use his voice to
champion East Asians behind the camera talent and
challenge misconceptions. Born in Hong Kong, raised in
Britain Linden feels that East Asians are the invisible
minority, often ignored and hardly given the
opportunities he sees others being given - This is his
story.

EPISODE 4
NAKED STORIES

Being young and new to an industry shouldn’t mean you
can be treated like shit, but for Daisy this crapjust kept
happening. Roses speaks to Daisy, a producer who shares
her experiences
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EPISODE 5

THE BATHROOM
NAKED STORIES

Roses Okhipo speaks to French script supervisor Iris, who
is a little sass and a lot of badass. She’s experienced
misogyny, sexism and chauvinistic behaviour in the UK
and across the Channel. She upsets the setup in a positive
way and never apologises for being a powerful woman.

EPISODE 6

RUPERT BEAR
NAKED STORIES

Wheelchair user Hawthorn is a broadcaster, actor,
journalist and self proclaimed punk who has no qualms
about calling a spade a spade and is adamant to ensure
that disability is not at the bottom of the diversity agenda.

EPISODE 7

HOTEL CALIFORNIA
NAKED STORIES

Meet Lotus, a VfX producer turned mental health trainer.
Anxiety, depression and bullying behaviour in the workplace
drove her decision to leave the craft and now helps
others. Lotus has seen mental health from both sides of the
coin. This is Lotus’s story and her advice for those silently
struggling or discern the telltale signs of mental health
problems.

EPISODE 8

DINOSAURS
NAKED STORIES

Executive Producer, Dahlia has often found that her sexuality
has arrived before her as an individual. Internally damaged by
the bullying and constant media shaming of lesbianism in the
80’s, Dahlia is now ready to confront her past and has a slick
comeback to the insults. There have been leaps and bounds
for the LGBTQ+ community in the media industry but like
many other diversity issues there is still a heck of a lot to do.

EPISODE 9

FULL STOP
NAKED STORIES

Meet Redwood, an experienced Creative Director and TV
Exec. He shares his crushing stories of the systemic racism
that has been perpetuated in the fabric of British media
culture for generations. Redwood describes what it feels
like for an educated black man to build a career in media
and the challenges he has battled on an almost daily basis.
And his thoughts on the BlackLivesMatter movement…?
Listen on…

EPISODE 10

PANDORA’S BOX
NAKED STORIES

Our podcast host Roses Okhipo takes the hot seat to be
interviewed about her experiences of being a female black
woman with an invisible disability and trying to carve a career
for herself in film and TV production. There are no taboos
here - Roses shares personal stories of daily battles with both
nuanced and outward racism, as well as dealing with
menorrhagia and chronic fatigue.

We had a live meetup on linkedin to talk about why we created the series
and how we've done it.
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SohoMedia Club is a members network designed to advocate collaboration, inclusion
and diversity across media production, post-production and distribution. Anyone can
join the network for free, regardless of their seniority, position or status. The only
criteria is that you have to be an active media professional, whether that is in film, tv,
digital or music. Since its launch in July 2019, Soho Media Club has attracted a
membership of 800+ media professionals from production, post-production and
distribution.
Soho Media Club shares 3 key beliefs: Collaboration, Inclusion and Everyone having a
Voice. Anyone wanting to become part of the community can go to
www.sohomediaclub.com to apply for membership.
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PRL Studio is a media production house with recording studios in London and Warsaw.
The producers at PRL Studio tell captivating stories in podcasts, audiobooks and
engaging videos, and they enhance them with immersive sound design. The studios
also offer a full spectrum of audio services - dubbing for video games, animation, film
and TV, as well as voice over for branded video content. https://prlstudio.co.uk

Get in touch to let us know if you want
to be a guest on our Show or have
feedback:
jaisica@sohomediaclub.com
tom@sohomediaclub.com
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